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Millions of non-technical professionals and leaders want to understand Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Machine Learning (ML) -- whether to improve their businesses, be more effective
citizens, consumers or policymakers, or just out of sheer curiosity. Until now, most books on
the subject have either been too complicated and mathematical, or have simply avoided the
big picture by focusing on the use of specific software libraries. In Artificial Intelligence for
Business , Doug Rose bridges the gap, offering today's most accessible and useful
introduction to AI and ML technologies -- and what they can and can't do. Rose begins by
tracing AI's evolution from the early 1950s to the present, illuminating core ideas that still drive
its development. Next, he explores recent innovations that have reinvigorated the field by
providing the "big data" that makes machine learning so powerful - innovations such as GPS,
social media and electronic transactions. Finally, he explains how today's machines learn by
combining powerful processing, advanced algorithms, and artificial neural networks that mimic
the human brain. Throughout, he illustrates key concepts with practical examples that help you
connect AI, ML, and neural networks to specific problems and solutions. Step by step, he
systematically demystifies these powerful technologies, removing the fear, bewilderment, and
advanced math -- so you can understand the new possibilities they create, and start using
them.
Build real-world Artificial Intelligence applications with Python to intelligently interact with the
world around you About This Book Step into the amazing world of intelligent apps using this
comprehensive guide Enter the world of Artificial Intelligence, explore it, and create your own
applications Work through simple yet insightful examples that will get you up and running with
Artificial Intelligence in no time Who This Book Is For This book is for Python developers who
want to build real-world Artificial Intelligence applications. This book is friendly to Python
beginners, but being familiar with Python would be useful to play around with the code. It will
also be useful for experienced Python programmers who are looking to use Artificial
Intelligence techniques in their existing technology stacks. What You Will Learn Realize
different classification and regression techniques Understand the concept of clustering and
how to use it to automatically segment data See how to build an intelligent recommender
system Understand logic programming and how to use it Build automatic speech recognition
systems Understand the basics of heuristic search and genetic programming Develop games
using Artificial Intelligence Learn how reinforcement learning works Discover how to build
intelligent applications centered on images, text, and time series data See how to use deep
learning algorithms and build applications based on it In Detail Artificial Intelligence is
becoming increasingly relevant in the modern world where everything is driven by technology
and data. It is used extensively across many fields such as search engines, image recognition,
robotics, finance, and so on. We will explore various real-world scenarios in this book and you'll
learn about various algorithms that can be used to build Artificial Intelligence applications.
During the course of this book, you will find out how to make informed decisions about what
algorithms to use in a given context. Starting from the basics of Artificial Intelligence, you will
learn how to develop various building blocks using different data mining techniques. You will
see how to implement different algorithms to get the best possible results, and will understand
how to apply them to real-world scenarios. If you want to add an intelligence layer to any
application that's based on images, text, stock market, or some other form of data, this exciting
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book on Artificial
will definitely
be your guide! Style and approach This highly
practical book will show you how to implement Artificial Intelligence. The book provides
multiple examples enabling you to create smart applications to meet the needs of your
organization. In every chapter, we explain an algorithm, implement it, and then build a smart
application.
Design the MIND of a Robotic Thinker! " Every chapter is very clearly described and all of the
information was presented consistently. " - Amazon Customer " Within this book you'll find
GREAT coding skills to learn. Here I've learned so much from reading this book. " - Stella Mill,
from Amazon.com " This is the most complete and comprehensive book I read on a subject of
Artificial Intelligence so far and it's very well written as well. " - Falli Conna, from Amazon.com *
* INCLUDED BONUS: a Quick-start guide to Learning Ruby in less than a Day! * * How would
you like to Create the Next AI bot? Artificial Intelligence. One of the most brilliant creations of
mankind. No longer a sci-fi fantasy, but a realistic approach to making work more efficient and
lives easier.And the best news? It's not that complicated after all Does it require THAT much
advanced math? NO!And are you paying THOUSANDS of dollars just to learn this information?
NO!Hundreds? Not even close. Within this book's pages, you'll find GREAT coding skills to
learn - and more. Just some of the questions and topics include: - Complicated scheduling
problem? Here's how to solve it. - How good are your AI algorithms? Analysis for EfficiencyHow to interpret a system into logical code for the AI- How would an AI system would diagnose
a system? We show you...- Getting an AI agent to solve problems for youand Much, much
more!World-Class TrainingThis book breaks your training down into easy-to-understand
modules. It starts from the very essentials of algorithms and program procedures, so you can
write great code - even as a beginner!
"What does AI mean for your business? Read this book to find out." -- Hal Varian, Chief
Economist, Google Artificial intelligence does the seemingly impossible, magically bringing
machines to life--driving cars, trading stocks, and teaching children. But facing the sea change
that AI will bring can be paralyzing. How should companies set strategies, governments design
policies, and people plan their lives for a world so different from what we know? In the face of
such uncertainty, many analysts either cower in fear or predict an impossibly sunny future. But
in Prediction Machines, three eminent economists recast the rise of AI as a drop in the cost of
prediction. With this single, masterful stroke, they lift the curtain on the AI-is-magic hype and
show how basic tools from economics provide clarity about the AI revolution and a basis for
action by CEOs, managers, policy makers, investors, and entrepreneurs. When AI is framed as
cheap prediction, its extraordinary potential becomes clear: Prediction is at the heart of making
decisions under uncertainty. Our businesses and personal lives are riddled with such
decisions. Prediction tools increase productivity--operating machines, handling documents,
communicating with customers. Uncertainty constrains strategy. Better prediction creates
opportunities for new business structures and strategies to compete. Penetrating, fun, and
always insightful and practical, Prediction Machines follows its inescapable logic to explain how
to navigate the changes on the horizon. The impact of AI will be profound, but the economic
framework for understanding it is surprisingly simple.
Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach offers the most comprehensive, up-to-date
introduction to the theory and practice of artificial intelligence. Number one in its field, this
textbook is ideal for one or two-semester, undergraduate or graduate-level courses in Artificial
Intelligence.
This book covers a wide range of topics on the role of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,
and Big Data for healthcare applications and deals with the ethical issues and concerns
associated with it. This book explores the applications in different areas of healthcare and
highlights the current research. "Big Data and Artificial Intelligence for Healthcare Applications"
covers healthcare big data analytics, mobile health and personalized medicine, clinical trial
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Artificial
Intelligence can be used for early disease
diagnosis prediction and prognosis. It also offers some case studies that describes the
application of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in healthcare. Researchers,
healthcare professionals, data scientists, systems engineers, students, programmers,
clinicians, and policymakers will find this book of interest.
New York Times Best Seller How will Artificial Intelligence affect crime, war, justice, jobs,
society and our very sense of being human? The rise of AI has the potential to transform our
future more than any other technology—and there’s nobody better qualified or situated to
explore that future than Max Tegmark, an MIT professor who’s helped mainstream research
on how to keep AI beneficial. How can we grow our prosperity through automation without
leaving people lacking income or purpose? What career advice should we give today’s kids?
How can we make future AI systems more robust, so that they do what we want without
crashing, malfunctioning or getting hacked? Should we fear an arms race in lethal autonomous
weapons? Will machines eventually outsmart us at all tasks, replacing humans on the job
market and perhaps altogether? Will AI help life flourish like never before or give us more
power than we can handle? What sort of future do you want? This book empowers you to join
what may be the most important conversation of our time. It doesn’t shy away from the full
range of viewpoints or from the most controversial issues—from superintelligence to meaning,
consciousness and the ultimate physical limits on life in the cosmos.
Finally, A Blueprint for Machine Learning with R! Machine Learning Made Easy with R offers a
practical tutorial that uses hands-on examples to step through real-world applications using
clear and practical case studies. Through this process it takes you on a gentle, fun and
unhurried journey to creating machine learning models with R. Whether you are new to data
science or a veteran, this book offers a powerful set of tools for quickly and easily gaining
insight from your data using R. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: This book uses plain language
rather than a ton of equations; I'm assuming you never did like linear algebra, don't want to see
things derived, dislike complicated computer code, and you're here because you want to try
successful machine learning algorithms for yourself. YOUR PERSONAL BLUE PRINT:
Through a simple to follow intuitive step by step process, you will learn how to use the most
popular machine learning algorithms using R. Once you have mastered the process, it will be
easy for you to translate your knowledge to assess your own data. THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU
IF YOU WANT: Focus on explanations rather than mathematical derivation Practical
illustrations that use real data. Illustrations to deepen your understanding. Worked examples in
R you can easily follow and immediately implement. Ideas you can actually use and try on your
own data. TAKE THE SHORTCUT: This guide was written for people just like you. Individuals
who want to get up to speed as quickly as possible. to: YOU'LL LEARN HOW TO: Unleash the
power of Decision Trees. Develop hands on skills using k-Nearest Neighbors. Design
successful applications with Naive Bayes. Deploy Linear Discriminant Analysis. Explore
Support Vector Machines. Master Linear and logistic regression. Create solutions with Random
Forests. Solve complex problems with Boosting. Gain deep insights via K-Means clustering.
Acquire tips to enhance model performance. For each machine learning algorithm, every step
in the process is detailed, from preparing the data for analysis, to evaluating the results. These
steps will build the knowledge you need to apply them to your own data science tasks. Using
plain language, this book offers a simple, intuitive, practical, non-mathematical, easy to follow
guide to the most successful ideas, outstanding techniques and usable solutions available
using R. Everything you need to get started is contained within this book. Machine Learning
Made Easy with R is your very own hands on practical, tactical, easy to follow guide to
mastery. Buy this book today and accelerate your progress!

In recent years, our world has experienced a profound shift and progression in
available computing and knowledge sharing innovations. These emerging
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advancements have developed at a rapid pace, disseminating into and affecting
numerous aspects of contemporary society. This has created a pivotal need for
an innovative compendium encompassing the latest trends, concepts, and issues
surrounding this relevant discipline area. During the past 15 years, the
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology has become recognized as
one of the landmark sources of the latest knowledge and discoveries in this
discipline. The Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Fourth
Edition is a 10-volume set which includes 705 original and previously
unpublished research articles covering a full range of perspectives, applications,
and techniques contributed by thousands of experts and researchers from
around the globe. This authoritative encyclopedia is an all-encompassing, wellestablished reference source that is ideally designed to disseminate the most
forward-thinking and diverse research findings. With critical perspectives on the
impact of information science management and new technologies in modern
settings, including but not limited to computer science, education, healthcare,
government, engineering, business, and natural and physical sciences, it is a
pivotal and relevant source of knowledge that will benefit every professional
within the field of information science and technology and is an invaluable
addition to every academic and corporate library.
Everything you need to understand and implement Artificial Intelligence! Learn
the potential consequences of Artificial Intelligence and how it will shape the
world around us in the coming decades! Become familiar with how Artificial
Intelligence aims to aid human cognitive limitations and how it is possible that in
the future, the AI that humans create becomes inconceivable to humans
themselves. And once you have an understanding of what AI is, you can move
forward in your journey to create better informed industry-level business AI
applications. The book bundle includes: Learning to teach machines to learn! Are
you intrigued by the fact that artificial intelligence poses an existential threat to
human beings and has been around for at least 60 years? If yes, then here is the
best introductory review of Artificial Intelligence and its effects on human
behavior and the market. The book is thoroughly examined, neatly composed,
significantly intriguing, and insightful. Help yourself understand the concepts of AI
and get insights regarding: ? A brief history of artificial intelligence ? The state of
art of machine learning ? Artificial neural networks applied to machine learning ?
How to build an AI-ready culture ? Effects of AI on our daily lives Adding
persistent spirit to your business! Do you often come up with some innovative
techniques to lead the industry? If yes, then this book is made for you! It will
familiarize you with the advances in industry-level AI and will open your
understanding of what to expect in sales shortly. Here is a preview of what you
will learn: ? How AI can transform your business ? The correct mindset for social
media marketing ? The epoch of chatbots ? How AI can help with recruitment ?
Which platforms will best fit business in 2020 ? How AI helps in predicting
consumer behavior patterns And More.....
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A perfect guide to speed up the predicting power of machine learning algorithms
Key Features Design, discover, and create dynamic, efficient features for your
machine learning application Understand your data in-depth and derive
astonishing data insights with the help of this Guide Grasp powerful featureengineering techniques and build machine learning systems Book Description
Feature engineering is the most important step in creating powerful machine
learning systems. This book will take you through the entire feature-engineering
journey to make your machine learning much more systematic and effective. You
will start with understanding your data--often the success of your ML models
depends on how you leverage different feature types, such as continuous,
categorical, and more, You will learn when to include a feature, when to omit it,
and why, all by understanding error analysis and the acceptability of your models.
You will learn to convert a problem statement into useful new features. You will
learn to deliver features driven by business needs as well as mathematical
insights. You'll also learn how to use machine learning on your machines,
automatically learning amazing features for your data. By the end of the book,
you will become proficient in Feature Selection, Feature Learning, and Feature
Optimization. What you will learn Identify and leverage different feature types
Clean features in data to improve predictive power Understand why and how to
perform feature selection, and model error analysis Leverage domain knowledge
to construct new features Deliver features based on mathematical insights Use
machine-learning algorithms to construct features Master feature engineering
and optimization Harness feature engineering for real world applications through
a structured case study Who this book is for If you are a data science
professional or a machine learning engineer looking to strengthen your predictive
analytics model, then this book is a perfect guide for you. Some basic
understanding of the machine learning concepts and Python scripting would be
enough to get started with this book.
Every year, thousands of students go to university to study mathematics (single
honours or combined with another subject). Many of these students are
extremely intelligent and hardworking, but even the best will, at some point,
struggle with the demands of making the transition to advanced mathematics.
Some have difficulty adjusting to independent study and to learning from lectures.
Other struggles, however, are more fundamental: the mathematics shifts in focus
from calculation to proof, so students are expected to interact with it in different
ways. These changes need not be mysterious - mathematics education research
has revealed many insights into the adjustments that are necessary - but they are
not obvious and they do need explaining. This no-nonsense book translates
these research-based insights into practical advice for a student audience. It
covers every aspect of studying for a mathematics degree, from the most
abstract intellectual challenges to the everyday business of interacting with
lecturers and making good use of study time. Part 1 provides an in-depth
discussion of advanced mathematical thinking, and explains how a student will
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need to adapt and extend their existing skills in order to develop a good
understanding of undergraduate mathematics. Part 2 covers study skills as these
relate to the demands of a mathematics degree. It suggests practical approaches
to learning from lectures and to studying for examinations while also allowing
time for a fulfilling all-round university experience. The first subject-specific guide
for students, this friendly, practical text will be essential reading for anyone
studying mathematics at university.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) fascinates, challenges and disturbs us. There are many
voices in society that predict drastic changes that may come as a consequence
of AI – a possible apocalypse or Eden on earth. However, only a few people truly
understand what AI is, what it can do and what its limitations are. Understanding
Artificial Intelligence explains, through a straightforward narrative and amusing
illustrations, how AI works. It is written for a non-specialist reader, adult or
adolescent, who is interested in AI but is missing the key to understanding how it
works. The author demystifies the creation of the so-called "intelligent" machine
and explains the different methods that are used in AI. It presents new
possibilities offered by algorithms and the difficulties that researchers, engineers
and users face when building and using such algorithms. Each chapter allows the
reader to discover a new aspect of AI and to become fully aware of the
possibilities offered by this rich field.
Design the MIND of a Robotic Thinker! " This book will help you get started with
this exciting language and gives you an idea of what is possible. " - Melchizedek
B, from Amazon.com " The examples it uses are easy to follow and the
illustrations bring out the more complex aspects while making them simple. " - C.
Brant, from Amazon.com " Such a cool book that covers basic Javascript
programming then incorporates tools and components to explore Artificial
Intelligence. " - M. Gavel, from Amazon.com * * INCLUDED BONUS: a Quickstart guide to Learning Javascript in less than a Day! * * How would you like to
Create the Next SIRI? Artificial Intelligence. One of the most brilliant creations of
mankind. No longer a sci-fi fantasy, but a realistic approach to making work more
efficient and lives easier.And the best news? It's not that complicated after all
Does it require THAT much advanced math? NO!And are you paying
THOUSANDS of dollars just to learn this information? NO!Hundreds? Not even
close. Within this book's pages, you'll find GREAT coding skills to learn - and
more. Just some of the questions and topics include: - Complicated scheduling
problem? Here's how to solve it. - How good are your AI algorithms? Analysis for
Efficiency- How to interpret a system into logical code for the AI- How would an
AI system would diagnose a system? We show you...- Getting an AI agent to
solve problems for youand Much, much more!World-Class TrainingThis book
breaks your training down into easy-to-understand modules. It starts from the
very essentials of algorithms and program procedures, so you can write great
code - even as a beginner!
Artificial Intelligence for Business: A Roadmap for Getting Started with AI will
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provide the reader with an easy to understand roadmap for how to take an
organization through the adoption of AI technology. It will first help with the
identification of which business problems and opportunities are right for AI and
how to prioritize them to maximize the likelihood of success. Specific
methodologies are introduced to help with finding critical training data within an
organization and how to fill data gaps if they exist. With data in hand, a scoped
prototype can be built to limit risk and provide tangible value to the organization
as a whole to justify further investment. Finally, a production level AI system can
be developed with best practices to ensure quality with not only the application
code, but also the AI models. Finally, with this particular AI adoption journey at an
end, the authors will show that there is additional value to be gained by iterating
on this AI adoption lifecycle and improving other parts of the organization.
This book bridges the gap between the commoner's world and the AI technical
world. This easy read book is suitable for anyone who wants to dig deeper into
the practical aspects and explore the value of AI and build intelligent products for
real-world use cases. You will learn about:- Where can AI or intelligent machines
add Value?- What real-world problems can be solved and what problems are
harder to solve using existing AI algorithms,- A brief explanation of the most
applicable algorithms and for which use cases they are most suitable,- How to
engineer and architect AI systems, - How to overcome some of the major
challenges with gathering the data, developing the product, and making users
adopt the product. The above steps are explained through use cases taken from
banking, insurance, energy, sales, healthcare, and other sectors. Almost all the
knowledge and use cases shared in this book have been gained during my many
years (almost 10 years actually) spent working and researching various AIrelated products and are based primarily on my personal experiences. However,
this is not a course book on Artificial Intelligence (AI), or a comprehensive
literature review on AI or its use cases
This bestselling book gives business leaders and executives a foundational education
on how to leverage artificial intelligence and machine learning solutions to deliver ROI
for your business.
Machines can LEARN ?!?! Machine learning occurs primarily through the use of "
algorithms" and other elaborate procedures Whether you're a novice, intermediate or
expert this book will teach you all the ins, outs and everything you need to know about
machine learning Note: Bonus chapters included inside! Instead of spending hundreds
or even thousands of dollars on courses/materials why not read this book instead? Its a
worthwhile read and the most valuable investment you can make for yourself Other
books easily retail for $50-$100+ and have far less quality content. This book is by far
superior and exceeds any other book available for beginners. What You'll Learn
Supervised Learning Unsupervised Learning Reinforced Learning Algorithms Decision
Tree Random Forest Neural Networks Python Deep Learning And much, much more!
This is the most comprehensive and easy to read step by step guide in machine
learning that exists. Learn from one of the most reliable programmers alive and expert
in the field You do not want to miss out on this incredible offer!
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Gain a gentle introduction
to the world
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) using the Raspberry
Pi as the computing platform. Most of the major AI topics will be explored, including
expert systems, machine learning both shallow and deep, fuzzy logic control, and more!
AI in action will be demonstrated using the Python language on the Raspberry Pi. The
Prolog language will also be introduced and used to demonstrate fundamental AI
concepts. In addition, the Wolfram language will be used as part of the deep machine
learning demonstrations. A series of projects will walk you through how to implement AI
concepts with the Raspberry Pi. Minimal expense is needed for the projects as only a
few sensors and actuators will be required. Beginners and hobbyists can jump right in
to creating AI projects with the Raspberry PI using this book. What You'll Learn What AI
is and—as importantly—what it is not Inference and expert systems Machine learning
both shallow and deep Fuzzy logic and how to apply to an actual control system When
AI might be appropriate to include in a system Constraints and limitations of the
Raspberry Pi AI implementation Who This Book Is For Hobbyists, makers, engineers
involved in designing autonomous systems and wanting to gain an education in
fundamental AI concepts, and non-technical readers who want to understand what AI is
and how it might affect their lives.
Analysis (sometimes called Real Analysis or Advanced Calculus) is a core subject in
most undergraduate mathematics degrees. It is elegant, clever and rewarding to learn,
but it is hard. Even the best students find it challenging, and those who are unprepared
often find it incomprehensible at first. This book aims to ensure that no student need be
unprepared. It is not like other Analysis books. It is not a textbook containing standard
content. Rather, it is designed to be read before arriving at university and/or before
starting an Analysis course, or as a companion text once a course is begun. It provides
a friendly and readable introduction to the subject by building on the student's existing
understanding of six key topics: sequences, series, continuity, differentiability,
integrability and the real numbers. It explains how mathematicians develop and use
sophisticated formal versions of these ideas, and provides a detailed introduction to the
central definitions, theorems and proofs, pointing out typical areas of difficulty and
confusion and explaining how to overcome these. The book also provides study advice
focused on the skills that students need if they are to build on this introduction and learn
successfully in their own Analysis courses: it explains how to understand definitions,
theorems and proofs by relating them to examples and diagrams, how to think
productively about proofs, and how theories are taught in lectures and books on
advanced mathematics. It also offers practical guidance on strategies for effective study
planning. The advice throughout is research based and is presented in an engaging
style that will be accessible to students who are new to advanced abstract
mathematics.
The first edition of this popular textbook, Contemporary Artificial Intelligence, provided
an accessible and student friendly introduction to AI. This fully revised and expanded
update, Artificial Intelligence: With an Introduction to Machine Learning, Second Edition,
retains the same accessibility and problem-solving approach, while providing new
material and methods. The book is divided into five sections that focus on the most
useful techniques that have emerged from AI. The first section of the book covers logicbased methods, while the second section focuses on probability-based methods.
Emergent intelligence is featured in the third section and explores evolutionary
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on swarm
intelligence. The newest section comes
next and provides a detailed overview of neural networks and deep learning. The final
section of the book focuses on natural language understanding. Suitable for
undergraduate and beginning graduate students, this class-tested textbook provides
students and other readers with key AI methods and algorithms for solving challenging
problems involving systems that behave intelligently in specialized domains such as
medical and software diagnostics, financial decision making, speech and text
recognition, genetic analysis, and more.
As modern technologies continue to develop and evolve, the ability of users to adapt
with new systems becomes a paramount concern. Research into new ways for humans
to make use of advanced computers and other such technologies through artificial
intelligence and computer simulation is necessary to fully realize the potential of tools in
the 21st century. Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Artificial Intelligence,
Computer Simulation, and Human-Computer Interaction provides emerging research in
advanced trends in robotics, AI, simulation, and human-computer interaction. Readers
will learn about the positive applications of artificial intelligence and human-computer
interaction in various disciples such as business and medicine. This book is a valuable
resource for IT professionals, researchers, computer scientists, and researchers
invested in assistive technologies, artificial intelligence, robotics, and computer
simulation.
Are you looking for a super-fast computer programming course? Would you like to learn
the Python Programming Language in 7 days? Do you want to increase your business
thanks to the web applications? If so, keep reading: this bundle book is for you! Finally
on launch the most complete Python guide with 3 Manuscripts in 1 book: 1-Python for
beginners 2-Python for Data Science 4-Python Crash Course Python will introduce you
many selected practices for coding . You will discover as a beginner the world of data
science, machine learning and artificial intelligence. The following list is just a tiny
fraction of what you will learn in this collection bundle. 1) Python for beginners ? The
basics of Python programming ? Differences among programming languages ? Vba,
SQL, R, Python ? Game creation with Pyhton ? Easy-to-follow steps for reading and
writing codes. ? Control flow statements and Error handling ? 4 best strategies with
NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib 2) Python for Data science ? 4 reason why Python is
fundamental for Data Science ? Python design patterns ? How to use Python Data
Analysis in your business ? Data visualization optimal tools and techniques ? Analysis
of popular Python projects templates ? How to set up the Python environment for Data
Science ? Most important Machine Learning Algorithms ? How to leverage Data
Science in the Cloud 3) Python Crash Course * A Proven Method to Write your First
Program in 7 Days * 5 Common Mistakes to Avoid when You Start Coding * A Simple
Strategy to Write Clean, Understandable and Flexible Codes * The One Thing You
Need to Debug your Codes in Python * 5 Practical exercises to start programming Even
if you have never written a programming code before, you will quickly grasp the basics
thanks to visual charts and guidelines for coding. Examples and step-by-step guides
will guide you during the code-writing learning process. The description of each topic is
crystal-clear and you can easily practice with related exercises. You will also learn all
the best tricks of writing codes with point by point descriptions of the code elements. If
you really wish to to learn Python and master its language, please click the BUY NOW
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button.
Implement machine learning and deep learning techniques to perform predictive
analytics on real-time IoT data Key Features Discover quick solutions to common
problems that you'll face while building smart IoT applications Implement advanced
techniques such as computer vision, NLP, and embedded machine learning Build,
maintain, and deploy machine learning systems to extract key insights from IoT data
Book Description Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly finding practical applications across
a wide variety of industry verticals, and the Internet of Things (IoT) is one of them.
Developers are looking for ways to make IoT devices smarter and to make users' lives
easier. With this AI cookbook, you'll be able to implement smart analytics using IoT
data to gain insights, predict outcomes, and make informed decisions, along with
covering advanced AI techniques that facilitate analytics and learning in various IoT
applications. Using a recipe-based approach, the book will take you through essential
processes such as data collection, data analysis, modeling, statistics and monitoring,
and deployment. You'll use real-life datasets from smart homes, industrial IoT, and
smart devices to train and evaluate simple to complex models and make predictions
using trained models. Later chapters will take you through the key challenges faced
while implementing machine learning, deep learning, and other AI techniques, such as
natural language processing (NLP), computer vision, and embedded machine learning
for building smart IoT systems. In addition to this, you'll learn how to deploy models and
improve their performance with ease. By the end of this book, you'll be able to package
and deploy end-to-end AI apps and apply best practice solutions to common IoT
problems. What you will learn Explore various AI techniques to build smart IoT solutions
from scratch Use machine learning and deep learning techniques to build smart voice
recognition and facial detection systems Gain insights into IoT data using algorithms
and implement them in projects Perform anomaly detection for time series data and
other types of IoT data Implement embedded systems learning techniques for machine
learning on small devices Apply pre-trained machine learning models to an edge device
Deploy machine learning models to web apps and mobile using TensorFlow.js and
Java Who this book is for If you're an IoT practitioner looking to incorporate AI
techniques to build smart IoT solutions without having to trawl through a lot of AI theory,
this AI IoT book is for you. Data scientists and AI developers who want to build IoTfocused AI solutions will also find this book useful. Knowledge of the Python
programming language and basic IoT concepts is required to grasp the concepts
covered in this artificial intelligence book more effectively.

A hands-on, application-based introduction to machine learning and artificial
intelligence (AI). Create compelling AI-powered games and applications using the
Scratch programming language. AI Made Easy with 13 Projects Machine learning
(also known as ML) is one of the building blocks of AI, or artificial intelligence. AI
is based on the idea that computers can learn on their own, with your help.
Machine Learning for Kids will introduce you to machine learning, painlessly.
With this book and its free, Scratch-based companion website, you’ll see how
easy it is to add machine learning to your own projects. You don’t even need to
know how to code! Step by easy step, you’ll discover how machine learning
systems can be taught to recognize text, images, numbers, and sounds, and how
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to train your models to improve them. You’ll turn your models into 13 fun
computer games and apps, including: • A Rock, Paper, Scissors game that
recognizes your hand shapes • A computer character that reacts to insults and
compliments • An interactive virtual assistant (like Siri or Alexa) • A movie
recommendation app • An AI version of Pac-Man There’s no experience
required and step-by-step instructions make sure that anyone can follow along!
No Experience Necessary! Ages 12+
This book offers a direct, actionable plan CMOs can use to map out initiatives
that are properly sequenced and designed for success—regardless of where their
marketing organization is in the process. The authors pose the following critical
questions to marketers: (1) How should modern marketers be thinking about
artificial intelligence and machine learning? and (2) How should marketers be
developing a strategy and plan to implement AI into their marketing toolkit? The
opening chapters provide marketing leaders with an overview of what exactly AI
is and how is it different than traditional computer science approaches.
Venkatesan and Lecinski, then, propose a best-practice, five-stage framework for
implementing what they term the "AI Marketing Canvas." Their approach is based
on research and interviews they conducted with leading marketers, and offers
many tangible examples of what brands are doing at each stage of the AI
Marketing Canvas. By way of guidance, Venkatesan and Lecinski provide
examples of brands—including Google, Lyft, Ancestry.com, and Coca-Cola—that
have successfully woven AI into their marketing strategies. The book concludes
with a discussion of important implications for marketing leaders—for your team
and culture.
One of Mark Cuban’s top reads for better understanding A.I. (inc.com, 2021)
Your comprehensive entry-level guide to machine learning While machine
learning expertise doesn’t quite mean you can create your own Turing Test-proof
android—as in the movie Ex Machina—it is a form of artificial intelligence and one
of the most exciting technological means of identifying opportunities and solving
problems fast and on a large scale. Anyone who masters the principles of
machine learning is mastering a big part of our tech future and opening up
incredible new directions in careers that include fraud detection, optimizing
search results, serving real-time ads, credit-scoring, building accurate and
sophisticated pricing models—and way, way more. Unlike most machine learning
books, the fully updated 2nd Edition of Machine Learning For Dummies doesn't
assume you have years of experience using programming languages such as
Python (R source is also included in a downloadable form with comments and
explanations), but lets you in on the ground floor, covering the entry-level
materials that will get you up and running building models you need to perform
practical tasks. It takes a look at the underlying—and fascinating—math principles
that power machine learning but also shows that you don't need to be a math
whiz to build fun new tools and apply them to your work and study. Understand
the history of AI and machine learning Work with Python 3.8 and TensorFlow 2.x
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(and R as a download) Build and test your own models Use the latest datasets,
rather than the worn out data found in other books Apply machine learning to real
problems Whether you want to learn for college or to enhance your business or
career performance, this friendly beginner's guide is your best introduction to
machine learning, allowing you to become quickly confident using this amazing
and fast-developing technology that's impacting lives for the better all over the
world.
Transforming Management Using Artificial Intelligence Techniques redefines
management practices using artificial intelligence (AI) by providing a new
approach. It offers a detailed, well-illustrated treatment of each topic with
examples and case studies, and brings the exciting field to life by presenting a
substantial and robust introduction to AI in a clear and concise manner. It
provides a deeper understanding of how the relevant aspects of AI impact each
other’s efficacy for better output. It’s a reliable and accessible one-step resource
that introduces AI; presents a full examination of applications; provides an
understanding of the foundations; examines education powered by AI,
entertainment, home and service robots, healthcare re-imagined, predictive
policing, space exploration; and so much more, all within the realm of AI. This
book will feature: Uncovering new and innovative features of AI and how it can
help in raising economic efficiency at both micro- and macro levels Both the
literature and practical aspects of AI and its uses This book summarizing key
concepts at the end of each chapter to assist reader comprehension Case
studies of tried and tested approaches to resolutions of typical problems Ideal for
both teaching and general-knowledge purposes. This book will also simply
provide the topic of AI for the readers, aspiring researchers and practitioners
involved in management and computer science, so they can obtain a high-level
of understanding of AI and managerial applications.
There has been a movement over the years to make machines intelligent. With
the advent of modern technology, AI has become the core part of day-to-day life.
But it is accentuated to have a book that keeps abreast of all the state-of-the-art
concepts (pertaining to AI) in simplified, explicit and elegant way, expounding on
ample examples so that the beginners are able to comprehend the subject with
ease. The book on Artificial Intelligence, dexterously divided into 21 chapters,
fully satisfies all these pressing needs. It is intended to put each and every
concept related to intelligent system in front of the readers in the most simplified
way so that while understanding the basic concepts, they will develop thought
process that can contribute to the building of advanced intelligent systems.
Various cardinal landmarks pertaining to the subject such as problem solving,
search techniques, intelligent agents, constraint satisfaction problems,
knowledge representation, planning, machine learning, natural language
processing, pattern recognition, game playing, hybrid and fuzzy systems, neural
network-based learning and future work and trends in AI are now under the
single umbrella of this book, thereby showing a nice blend of theoretical and
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practical aspects. With all the latest information incorporated and several
pedagogical attributes included, this textbook is an invaluable learning tool for the
undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer science and engineering,
and information technology. KEY FEATURES • Highlights a clear and concise
presentation through adequate study material • Follows a systematic approach to
explicate fundamentals as well as recent advances in the area • Presents ample
relevant problems in the form of multiple choice questions, concept review
questions, critical thinking exercise and project work • Incorporates various case
studies for major topics as well as numerous industrial examples
Cutting through the hype, a practical guide to using artificial intelligence for
business benefits and competitive advantage. In The AI Advantage, Thomas
Davenport offers a guide to using artificial intelligence in business. He describes
what technologies are available and how companies can use them for business
benefits and competitive advantage. He cuts through the hype of the AI
craze—remember when it seemed plausible that IBM's Watson could cure
cancer?—to explain how businesses can put artificial intelligence to work now, in
the real world. His key recommendation: don't go for the “moonshot” (curing
cancer, or synthesizing all investment knowledge); look for the “low-hanging
fruit” to make your company more efficient. Davenport explains that the business
value AI offers is solid rather than sexy or splashy. AI will improve products and
processes and make decisions better informed—important but largely invisible
tasks. AI technologies won't replace human workers but augment their
capabilities, with smart machines to work alongside smart people. AI can
automate structured and repetitive work; provide extensive analysis of data
through machine learning (“analytics on steroids”), and engage with customers
and employees via chatbots and intelligent agents. Companies should
experiment with these technologies and develop their own expertise. Davenport
describes the major AI technologies and explains how they are being used,
reports on the AI work done by large commercial enterprises like Amazon and
Google, and outlines strategies and steps to becoming a cognitive corporation.
This book provides an invaluable guide to the real-world future of business AI. A
book in the Management on the Cutting Edge series, published in cooperation
with MIT Sloan Management Review.
Step into the future with AI The term "Artificial Intelligence" has been around
since the 1950s, but a lot has changed since then. Today, AI is referenced in the
news, books, movies, and TV shows, and the exact definition is often
misinterpreted. Artificial Intelligence For Dummies provides a clear introduction to
AI and how it’s being used today. Inside, you’ll get a clear overview of the
technology, the common misconceptions surrounding it, and a fascinating look at
its applications in everything from self-driving cars and drones to its contributions
in the medical field. Learn about what AI has contributed to society Explore uses
for AI in computer applications Discover the limits of what AI can do Find out
about the history of AI The world of AI is fascinating—and this hands-on guide
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makes it more accessible than ever!
Melanie Mitchell separates science fact from science fiction in this sweeping
examination of the current state of AI and how it is remaking our world No recent
scientific enterprise has proved as alluring, terrifying, and filled with extravagant
promise and frustrating setbacks as artificial intelligence. The award-winning
author Melanie Mitchell, a leading computer scientist, now reveals AI’s turbulent
history and the recent spate of apparent successes, grand hopes, and emerging
fears surrounding it. In Artificial Intelligence, Mitchell turns to the most urgent
questions concerning AI today: How intelligent—really—are the best AI programs?
How do they work? What can they actually do, and when do they fail? How
humanlike do we expect them to become, and how soon do we need to worry
about them surpassing us? Along the way, she introduces the dominant models
of modern AI and machine learning, describing cutting-edge AI programs, their
human inventors, and the historical lines of thought underpinning recent
achievements. She meets with fellow experts such as Douglas Hofstadter, the
cognitive scientist and Pulitzer Prize–winning author of the modern classic Gödel,
Escher, Bach, who explains why he is “terrified” about the future of AI. She
explores the profound disconnect between the hype and the actual achievements
in AI, providing a clear sense of what the field has accomplished and how much
further it has to go. Interweaving stories about the science of AI and the people
behind it, Artificial Intelligence brims with clear-sighted, captivating, and
accessible accounts of the most interesting and provocative modern work in the
field, flavored with Mitchell’s humor and personal observations. This frank, lively
book is an indispensable guide to understanding today’s AI, its quest for “humanlevel” intelligence, and its impact on the future for us all.
Would you like to understand more mathematics? Many people would. Perhaps
at school you liked mathematics for a while but were then put off because you
missed a key idea and kept getting stuck. Perhaps you always liked mathematics
but gave it up because your main interest was music or languages or science or
philosophy. Or perhaps you studied mathematics to advanced levels, but have
now forgotten most of what you once knew. Whichever is the case, this book is
for you. It aims to build on what you know, revisiting basic ideas with a focus on
meaning. Each chapter starts with an idea from school mathematics - often
primary school mathematics - and gradually builds up a network of links to more
advanced material. It explores fundamental ideas in depth, using insights from
research in mathematics education and psychology to explain why people often
get confused, and how to overcome that confusion. For nervous readers, it will
build confidence by clarifying basic ideas. For more experienced readers, it will
highlight new connections to more advanced material. Throughout, the book
explains how mathematicians think, and how ordinary people can understand
and enjoy mathematical ideas and arguments. If you would like to be better
informed about the intrinsic elegance of mathematics, this engaging guide is the
place to start.
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Swift Programming Artificial IntelligenceMade Easy, With Essential Programming
Learn to Create Your Problem Solving Algorithms! Today With Machine Learning
& Data StructuresCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
?? "Embrace artificial intelligence or be replaced by it." ?? "AI is a new electricity."
Andrew Ng ?Have you ever thought that if AI is the new electricity, why does it
not quickly inspire Managers/Leaders/C-Suites? ?If business leaders do not act,
they must be prepared to lag behind competitors who adopt new technologies.
?Managers/Leaders/C-Suites and others who are willing to feel the spark of AI,
should learn and understand AI immediately to know what AI can do and what it
cannot. ?Did you know that AI is changing our world faster than we think?
Artificial intelligence will affect all areas of life in ways we cannot even predict,
whether we like it or not. According to research done by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), by 2030, artificial intelligence can contribute up
to US$15.7 trillion to the global economy, so the opportunities for implementing
and learning AI are huge. ? Companies that do not use AI will soon become
obsolete. From making faster and better decisions to automating rote
memorization to enabling robots to respond to emotions, artificial intelligence and
machine learning have been reshaping business and society. ? Not investing in
the organizational and technical requirements of adopting AI may mean that they
are far behind and unable to compete in the future. ? Business is changing. Will
you adapt or fall behind? Accelerate and deepen your understanding of the
themes that shape the company's future. ? This book is suitable for business
executives, business managers, business leaders, senior managers, technical
leaders, students, and many people who want to understand artificial intelligence.
? It will take you to learn the concepts of machine learning, artificial intelligence
and deep learning, more and how to use them to influence your business. ??
Even if you do not have technical knowledge, you will understand AI, ML and its
implementation. ?? Key features ?? nbsp; ? A must book for the business leader
to understand AI and its application ? Understand strategy behind AI
implementation ? Zero coding with simple explanation ? A straightforward
explanation for important algorithms like TensorFlow, NLP, K-Means, Support
Vector Machine, Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, Ensemble
Techniques, Regression, Clustering, and many more ?? Grab your copy of this
book to build artificial intelligence for business and stand to the best of times!
Design the MIND of a Robotic Thinker! " If you have any interest in AI or
programming, this book is a good start. It is really a solid guide and I have to
recommend it. " - Sanjin, from Amazon.com " The author did a great job. It's
essentially a guide for everybody, who studying artificial intelligence or just
interested in programming. " - Irvin J. Hoch, from Amazon.com " Props for the
author for coming up with a lay man's illustration regarding swift programming to
create AI. " - Lucinda, from Amazon.com * * INCLUDED BONUS: a Quick-start
guide to Learning Swift in less than a Day! * * How would you like to Create the
Next SIRI? Artificial Intelligence. One of the most brilliant creations of mankind.
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No longer a sci-fi fantasy, but a realistic approach to making work more efficient
and lives easier.And the best news? It's not that complicated after all Does it
require THAT much advanced math? NO!And are you paying THOUSANDS of
dollars just to learn this information? NO!Hundreds? Not even close. Within this
book's pages, you'll find GREAT coding skills to learn - and more. Just some of
the questions and topics include: - Complicated scheduling problem? Here's how
to solve it. - How good are your AI algorithms? Analysis for Efficiency- How to
interpret a system into logical code for the AI- How would an AI system would
diagnose a system? We show you...- Getting an AI agent to solve problems for
youand Much, much more!World-Class TrainingThis book breaks your training
down into easy-to-understand modules. It starts from the very essentials of
algorithms and program procedures, so you can write great code - even as a
beginner!
Design the MIND of a Robotic Thinker! " The author of this book did an excellent
job and by reading this book I am impressed. This book is well written and every
lesson is very clearly described. " " - Patrick Garrity, from Amazon.com " " When I
saw this book, I was immediately drawn to the title of the book. I am glad that I
got the chance to download this book. " " - Jasmine Torres, from Amazon.com " "
Code Well Academy put together a very comprehensive easy to read guide to
walk me through from start to finish. " " - Jessica Cece, from Amazon.com " * *
INCLUDED BONUS: a Quick-start guide to Learning Java in less than a Day! * *
How would you like to Create the Next SIRI? Artificial Intelligence. One of the
most brilliant creations of mankind. No longer a sci-fi fantasy, but a realistic
approach to making work more efficient and lives easier. And the best news? It's
not that complicated after all Does it require THAT much advanced math? NO!
And are you paying THOUSANDS of dollars just to learn this information? NO!
Hundreds? Not even close. Within this book's pages, you'll find GREAT coding
skills to learn - and more. Just some of the questions and topics include: Complicated scheduling problem? Here's how to solve it. - How good are your AI
algorithms? Analysis for Efficiency - How to interpret a system into logical code
for the AI - How would an AI system would diagnose a system? We show you... Getting an AI agent to solve problems for you and Much, much more! WorldClass Training This book breaks your training down into easy-to-understand
modules. It starts from the very essentials of algorithms and program procedures,
so you can write great code - even as a beginner!
Artificial Intelligence presents a practical guide to AI, including agents, machine
learning and problem-solving simple and complex domains.
Through a series of recent breakthroughs, deep learning has boosted the entire
field of machine learning. Now, even programmers who know close to nothing
about this technology can use simple, efficient tools to implement programs
capable of learning from data. This practical book shows you how. By using
concrete examples, minimal theory, and two production-ready Python
frameworks—Scikit-Learn and TensorFlow—author Aurélien Géron helps you gain
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an intuitive understanding of the concepts and tools for building intelligent
systems. You’ll learn a range of techniques, starting with simple linear
regression and progressing to deep neural networks. With exercises in each
chapter to help you apply what you’ve learned, all you need is programming
experience to get started. Explore the machine learning landscape, particularly
neural nets Use Scikit-Learn to track an example machine-learning project end-toend Explore several training models, including support vector machines, decision
trees, random forests, and ensemble methods Use the TensorFlow library to
build and train neural nets Dive into neural net architectures, including
convolutional nets, recurrent nets, and deep reinforcement learning Learn
techniques for training and scaling deep neural nets
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